Exhibit A-7-cont’d
Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 Box Art (PS4)

The back of the box art for the North American version of Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 features
large text, “Where Legends Are Made,” an image of in-game action, and various disclosures and
descriptions of game play features in English, French, and Spanish. The box notes a competitive
esports mode called “PES League,” which includes “1v1, 3v3, myClub and Random Selection
Match” and allows players to compete “with who [they] want, however [they] want.” There are
also various legal and health notices, the ESRB’s “E” rating, and logos, including one noting that
online play is optional and another noting the ability to play with 2-22 network players.

Exhibit A-8
Screenshots from Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 Official Website
Available at https://www.konami.com/wepes/2018/us/en-us/page/new_feature

These screenshots from the Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 website highlight game features
including “Gameplay Masterclass,” “Enhanced Visual Reality,” “Online Co-op,” “New Modes
& Features,” “Presentation Overhaul,” “PES League Integration,” and “Significant PC
Improvements,” each with accompanying descriptive text. The text describing the “Online
Co-Op” feature explains that it is “a new mode dedicated to 2v2 and 3v3 co-op play, with
support for local guests.” The website reads, “[P]lay together with friends, take your team to the
top or simply have some fun via one-off casual matches.” Clicking on “Read More” takes the
user to an online co-op page with additional information (see next page).

Exhibit A-8 cont’d
Screenshots from Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 Official Website
Available at https://www.konami.com/wepes/2018/us/en-us/topic/new_feature_3

Clicking on “Read More” on the Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 website “Online Co-op” section
takes the user to another page with additional information about this feature. That page explains
that Online Co-op is available for PS4, Xbox One, and PC only. Large headings in capitalized
text read “Compete Alongside Friends,” “Play With Your Style,” and “Couch Co-Op.” Under
each heading is a one-line description explaining how various game modes permit online
gameplay with friends, automatically matched users, or other users online.

Exhibit A-9
Uncharted: The Lost Legacy Box Art (PS4)

The front of the box for Uncharted: The Lost Legacy features the game’s two women
protagonists, Chloe Frazer and Nadine Ross, each wielding a weapon. A mountain range and a
large ornate statue appear in the background. The logo for PS4 and the words “Only On
PlayStation” appear prominently at the top. The box also features the ESRB’s “T” rating, an
explanation that online interactions are not rated, and the logo for Naughty Dog.

Exhibit A-9-cont’d
Uncharted: The Lost Legacy Box Art (PS4)

The back of the box for Uncharted: The Lost Legacy features prominent artwork of the game’s
protagonist, Chloe Frazer, and a caption explaining that she is “leading an adventure for the first
time.” The box also features three smaller images of game play and notes that the game includes
multiplayer and survival modes. The back of the box also includes smaller print and logos
describing game features and system requirements, legal and health notices, the ESRB’s “T”
rating, and various other company logos.

